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Meeting Report - January 13, 2016
Minutes of the BBMFC January 16, 2016 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting
called to
order
Attendance
Minutes



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm




Financial
report



11 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the December 2015
meeting was moved by John McFayden and seconded
by Keith Morgan – carried
Chris conveyed Treasurer Naomi Macklem’s financial
report: the Club’s coffers stand at $2991.29 - $285
of this is being held in trust for the control-line
team travel fund – net balance stands at $2706.29.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was moved by
Bill Bowmer and seconded by Keith Morgan – carried


Club Business
Club
financial
records







New Year’s
fun fly



Club
equipment






Naomi requested that, instead of monthly updates to
the spreadsheet used to track the Clubs financial
transactions, we refer to a record of bank
transactions to keep abreast of the coffers.
Bill Bowmer, formerly (for 20 years) the Club
Treasurer, pointed out that he kept separate
records to keep track of membership, contest
accounts and so on.
Chris noted that there were few transactions and an
accounting could be put together quickly if needed
for Canada Revenue or other purposes
Chris noted that the New Year’s fun fly, actually
held January 3 for climatic reasons, was well
attended and everyone got in as many flights as they
wanted. The weather turned out ok and wheels
sufficed as the circle was clear.
Chris noted that the Club had an older laptop which
had previously been used for event score tabulation.
The software to do that has since been moved to
John McFayden’s laptop.
Chris requested suggestions on what to do with this
computer since the Club had no further use for it.
John McFayden suggested that it be written off.
Chris suggested offering it to the Weston-King
Neighbourhood Centre as it is unlikely that anyone
else would find it useful.
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No objections were raised
to Naomi’s request



Contest
events









February
meeting



Club’s 60th
Anniversary








Club
website



John McFayden moved that the computer be written
off and offered to the WKNC. The motion was
seconded by Keith Morgan (his third second of the
evening) and was carried without any naysayers
disturbing the unanimity.
Chris mentioned he wanted to go ahead with the
sanction for the 2016 T&D (to allow the information
to be advertised) and requested some discussion on
whether the sport race event should be held.
Although the event has been well-attended in the
past, there have been questions raised about fair
play.
John McFayden noted that the number of entrants
was dwindling and suggested that nature be allowed
to take its course.
Chris brought up the possibility of using a handicap
to even the playing field but the administration of
this is cumbersome.
The consensus was that John’s suggestion be
followed and the list of events remains as published
on the website.
The annual Grrrreat Glider Gala will be held at the
February meeting.
The question was raised concerning how to mark the
Club’s 60th Anniversary next year.
One suggestion was the re-creation of T-shirts with
the original club logo.
Chris suggested that old club movie footage be
converted from 8mm to digital and compiled. This
footage included numerous contests in a variety of
locations. A movie night could be held to premiere
the compilation.
Chris also suggested an Old Time/Classic stunt
contest. Keith suggested that some members still
had authentic models from the era, some with eracorrect engines (ignition and all).
Chris suggested that the members give thought to
some ways to mark the anniversary.
Chris thanked Doug Blackmore for his work
upgrading the Club website. All those present
echoed this sentiment.
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Club laptop to be offered
to the Weston-King
Neighbourhood Centre.

Adjournment


There being no further business, adjournment of
the business portion of the meeting was moved
by John McFayden and seconded by Paul
Emmerson – carried

Special feature
Show’n’tell
 Chris showed his “Spooky” model from the 1952
Air Trails.
 Construction is as original except for modern
covering material in place of the original tissue.
 .09 power

Special feature
3rd Annual
 The third annual “Heli Hula” was held for palmHeli Hula
sized electric helicopters. The trend this year
event
was towards helis featuring a stern rotor in a
horizontal plane instead of pitch adjustment of
one of the main rotors.
 The tasking, as always, involved take-off from a
marked landing zone, flying through a hula hoop
mounted vertically 4-5’ above the floor to a line
some 6’ beyond the hoop, retracing the flight
path through the hoop and spot landing within
the landing zone. The objective is to complete
the tasked flight path in the minimum time.
 Flight times:
1. Chris Brownhill
DNF
2. Doug Blackmore
0:50
3. Paul Emmerson
DNF
4. Keith Morgan
0:22
Awards:
1st place Keith Morgan (centre)
2nd place Doug Blackmore (right)
3rd place Paul Emmerson (left - DNF but at least
made it through the hoop)
Honourable mention – Chris Brownhill for his body
“english” (and comatose battery)
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Special feature
 By special request (Keith Morgan), our first 3-view this month is the Nuffield-Napier-Heston
racer, intended to set a new world speed record, previously set by an ME 109-R. This aircraft
was the first to use the Napier Sabre engine, later used in the Hawker Typhoon. It was largely
constructed of plywood and compressed/impregnated wood. The cooling system was a unique
feature – the air entered through a scoop on the bottom of the fuselage and exited through the
open rear fuselage. The projected speed was 480 mph. This racer was test flown in 1940 but
crashed when the engine overheated and the pilot had to stall it in from 30’ on the landing. The
war prevented the second model of this aircraft from being finished. If the truth be told, a 3view for this aircraft was in the October, 2013 minutes!
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To round out the 3-views this month, let’s feature a few lesser known WW2
aircraft, coincidentally all British.
The Blackburn Firebrand, a British
torpedo bomber from the later war years
– not actually sure it ever flew in combat
in WW2. It also came in a radial-engine
version.

The Miles M20 was designed and
prototyped generally during the Battle of
Britain. It was intended as a quick-tobuild supplement for the Spitfires and
Hurricanes (fixed landing gear) but was
never put into full-scale production.

The Supermarine Seafang was a navalized
version of the Spiteful, a laminar-flow
wing descendant of the Spitfire. The same
wings were used on the Supermarine
Attacker, an early carrier-based jet.

The Martin Baker MB-3, from the same
company later famous for its ejection
seats. Praised for its serviceability and
performance, it is one of life’s mysteries
why it was never put into production.
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Meeting Report - February 10, 2016
Minutes of the BBMFC February 10, 2016 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to order
Attendance




Minutes



Financial report





by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm
24 members and guests were present
including Ted’s annual contingent of intrepid
glider guiding families
Acceptance of the minutes of the January
2016 meeting was moved by Chris Hubbard
and seconded by Doug Blackmore – carried
Chris passed along Treasurer Naomi
Macklem’s financial report to the effect that
the Club’s coffers stand at $3021.29 - $285
of this is being held in trust for the controlline team travel fund – net balance stands at
$2736.29.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by Chris Hubbard and seconded by Paul
Emmerson – carried

Club Business
Revenue Canada – nonprofit status



60th Anniversary
Events





Club circles





Historic Canadian fliers



Chris noted that he had submitted the Club’s
financial report to Revenue Canada in order to
maintain the Club’s non-profit status
Naomi Macklem had submitted some written
ideas to celebrated the Club’s 60 th
Anniversary in 2017.
Naomi proposed a pseudo-stunt contest using
combat-style airplanes. Chris suggested we
wait to discuss the event until Naomi is
present to better explain her idea.
Chris Hubbard asked about the status of
potential improvements (nature of
improvements as yet unknown) to the flying
circles at Centennial Park.
Doug noted that park improvement funding
had been “trimmed” in the City’s budget but it
is unknown if this would affect any potential
improvements to the circles.
Chris advised that MAAC had been requesting
information on early Canadian fliers – the
members tossed around some names such as
Peter Alnutt, Ross Melhuish, Jack McGillivary,
Ivan Kristensen…
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Club website







Chris applauded Doug’s effort on the website.
Doug noted that he is only the custodian for
the Club website – he invited the members to
generate some material for it.
Chris noted that Jack Humphries had some
digitized copies of old 8mm footage of Club
events going back to the 60’s. He will try and
obtain these for the Club’s website/YouTube
channel.
Chris is also going to look into getting some of
the early “Airfoil” newsletters edited by John
Easton and produced by the Club.

Adjournment


There being no further business, adjournment
of the business portion of the meeting was
moved by Paul Emmerson and seconded by
John Easton – carried

Special feature
2016 Great Glider Gala

As is now Club tradition, the Great Glider Gala
was held on this, the February meeting. The
rules requires that each glider be fabricated
from a single 3” x 36” sheet of 3/32” balsa and
must be designed to fly “on the wing” rather than
as a likeness of a dart. The object of the event
is to launch the glider from behind the
designated line such that it contacts the
Styrofoam target as close as possible to the
marked centre of the target. The launching line
is closer for juniors and novices and further back
for open contestants. After a practice session to
allow the glider’s flight patterns to be fine-tuned,
it was on to the serious business of the contest.
This time around, as has been the case previously,
this contest is well-attended and enthusiasm
abounded.
After three rounds of flight and a tie-breaker in
one case, the final results were as follows (the
responsibility for any misspelled names rests
solely with the Club secretary). The certificates
were presented by Club President Chris Brownhill
(that’s why we get to see him in almost every
picture) :
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Junior:

1st Mark Slabak

4th Josaphat Salamaszek

2nd Adam Stobinski

3rd Daniel Wajdzik

5th Marcin Wajdzik

Novice:

1st Margaret Wisniewska

2nd Bob Slabak

3rd Joseph Wajdzik

Open:

1st Paul Emmerson

2nd John Easton

Special one-time toss (back line):

Chris Brownhill
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3rd Chris Brownhill
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Special feature
The three views this month will include a few random military biplanes from WW1 and the
interwar years – some of these may be familiar – some may not….

Martinsyde Semiquaver

Fairey Flycatcher

Bristol F2B (Brisfit)

Grumman F3F

Westland Wallace
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Meeting Report - March 9, 2016
Minutes of the BBMFC March 9, 2016 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to
order
Attendance
Minutes



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm




Financial report



9 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the
February 2015 meeting as published was
moved by Keith Morgan and seconded by
Chris Hubbard – carried
Chris reported, on behalf of Treasurer
Naomi Macklem, that the Club’s coffers
stand at $2961.30 - $285 of this is being
held in trust for the control-line team
travel fund – net balance stands at
$2676.30.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by Chris Hubbard and seconded by
John Easton – carried.
Chris Hubbard requested a report on
current membership status just to remind
those with aging memories whether or not
they have signed up (and paid) for 2016.





Club Business
Club contest
reporting



Get-well gift for Brad
LaPointe



59th Anniversary
event



Paul Emmerson suggested that we consider
recording contest results on a tablet or
similar for transmission to a cloud. Various
club members outlined the reasons behind
retaining a paper record, including
redundancy. It was the general consensus
that Paul’s initiative could be supported
provided (1) someone was willing to set it
up and (2) paper records were also
maintained during and after the contest.
Chris mentioned that a basket had been
sent to Brad LaPointe to help keep his
spirits up and speed his recovery from
heart surgery. He is expected to be back
flying, at least partially, by next summer.
Chris received a notification from the City
that there may be a conflict between
another event and our September 24/25
Anniversary event. However, the situation
is still uncertain and the current schedule
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Naomi to be requested
to report on
membership status for
the next meeting

Club’s 60th
Anniversary







Brodak Fly-in



will be left “as is” until more definitive
information is received.
The Club’s 60th anniversary in 2017
coincides with the 150th anniversary of
Canada. Chris suggested we might do
something to mark the event, such as a
special decal. Keith suggested that there
is some design talent resident among the
Club members and that members be invited
to submit ideas for a logo/decal. Doug
came up with the idea of forming the “60”
from the flight path of a control-line
model doing a “unique stunt” – a
combination of loops and wingovers and ….
This idea would be passed on to John
McFayden for definition/ embellishment of
the “unique stunt”.
Another idea would be to invite “newbies”
via an email using the MAAC mailing list to
try out control-line flying.
A further idea might involve a club
luncheon for present and past members.
Chris suggested that we should start
planning now.
Keith mentioned that John Brodak’s health
had improved and that the Brodak Fly-in
would continue on a year-to-year basis.

Adjournment

Special feature
Show’n’Tell



There being no further business,
adjournment of the business portion of the
meeting was moved by Keith Morgan and
seconded by Chris Hubbard – carried



Jack Nagao brought his “currently-underconstruction” Flounder, a rather unusual
design (see picture as it’s kinda hard to
explain in words.) Chris seconded Jack’s
notion that a 0.25 motor might be
appropriate. Jack used polyurethane glue
to glue the skins to the foam cores. Jack
also demonstrated another hot-wire-cut
foam wing – once he started cutting, he
apparently couldn’t stop. He provided some
tips on the foam-wing-cutting process.
This particular wing is constructed in
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multiple parts joined by tubes to fit in
Jack’s car.
Towards the end of the meeting, Chris
Hubbard was heard to ask Jack if he was
planning to enter the “Flounder” in any
“scale” contests. Upon hearing the groans
that ensued from the members within
earshot, Chris hastily tried to deflect
responsibility for the joke attempt on to
an unsuspecting Paul Emmerson whose
trademark smile never wavered.


Special feature
Hangar Queen
Review

Chris showed his “Skywriter”, a mini stunt
plane he drew up (there were no plans for
the original Skywriter) and built for an OS
.10 engine in response to a query/challenge
from a reader of his control-line column in
Model Aviation.

In response to an invitation in the meeting
slinger, several members brought “storied”
hangar queens to share with the other
members:


John Easton brought a rat-race model of
indeterminate progeny and age. Unique
features include a dural combination
rudder/tailskid, a special tank shape,
walnut full-length motor mounts and a
Johnson 0.36 motor. Unbelievably, he
apparently flew this plane in a combat
contest (once) although it proved a reliable
warhorse in racing events.



Keith Morgan, when he was 35 years young
(in the Azores at the time), got a
hankering to build a model that would
accomplish the elusive perfect axial roll
(particularly elusive when flying controlline) and built an R/C “Spoiler” from a
Spanish plan. This plane has been in his
shop for 22 years but has never flown, and
was the last R/C model he built (at that
point in time, he was “born again” into the
control-line fraternity and maintains he
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has never strayed). It was noted that
there was a strange object of
indeterminate origin rattling around in the
fuselage.




Chris Brownhill showed a Keilkraft Caprice
towline (Nordic) glider with an autorudder, adjustable towhook, fuse-type
stabilizer pop-up dethermalizer and tissue
and dope covering. At the last free-flight
event held by the club, his competition, the
venerable Peter Alnutt, lost his glider off
the hook early, at an altitude of 50’, and
managed only about 25s. in a fly-off. Chris
had no problem exceeding this time to win
the contest. Later in the meeting, this
glider was seen attempting to fly off a
table without any apparent assistance.
Flight duration was established to be
somewhat less than one second.
Through a show of hands, the following
placings were determined based on general
hangar “queenliness/rattiness”
accompanied by an inventive storyline:

1st place – (appropriately) John Easton and his
rat racer

2nd place – Keith Morgan and his Spoiler

3rd place – Chris Brownhill and his Caprice
In addition to Chris’ usual certificate
masterpieces, he managed to dig out some
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“ratty” kits. The winners took turns
attempting to re-award these kits to other
club members – Jack Nagao ended up
(appropriately) with a rat-racer kit – packaged
in a vintage mailing tube no less. Does the
reader get the impression that there is a
common thread (or tail) throughout the
narrative of this event?
Special feature – semi-scale “jet” stunters
Even although I don’t fly stunt, I do fly (sometimes) aircraft that may be considered sport/stunt
designs – maybe I’m hoping I will reprise the devil-may-care attitude (and reduced dizziness)
that I had when much younger that allowed me to try at least a few of the stunts in the pattern.
The other day, I recalled seeing jet-like, “sort of semi-scale” stunters in magazines of times gone
by and I got a hankering to design one of these. I cruised the internet and found some of these
designs to provide some inspiration (and proportions) and I’ll share them this month.

An F-8 Crusader by Vic Macaluso

An F-4 Phantom by Bill Suarez

A Blue Angels jet – unknown designer
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A T-38 Talon by Dave Rees

An F-14 Tomcat, also by Vic Macaluso

A Sea Vixen by Jack Sheeks

The Red Hot Angel by Walt Musciano
(not a conventional stunter – more of a sport
plane or stunt trainer)

Some of these are available as larger-size plans and/or articles.
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Meeting Report - April 13, 2016
Minutes of the BBMFC April 13, 2016 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to
order
Attendance
Minutes



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:33 pm




Financial report



19 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the March
2015 meeting as published was moved by
Chris Hubbard and seconded by John Easton
– carried
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported that the
Club’s coffers stand at $2905.40 - $285 of
this is being held in trust for the controlline team travel fund – net balance stands at
$2620.40.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by John McFayden and seconded by
Gord Gimbert – carried.



Club Business
Passing of Ross
Melhuish





Field Certificate



Endurance record
attempt



The Club was saddened by the news that
Ross Melhuish, who had been president of
the Club for more than 30 years, had passed
away in late March. Naomi had arranged for
flowers and the Club’s condolences to be
sent.
Chris will devote some space in his Controlline column in the Canadian Model Aviation
(MAAC) magazine to honour and remember
Ross and a tribute page will be set up on the
Club website. John Easton will provide the
“order of service” from the funeral to Doug
to provide information for the website
tribute.
Chris advised that the field certificate for
the Centennial Park flying field had been
received from the City. He reminded the
Club members of the total prohibition on
alcohol consumption at the field.
The field has been sanctioned for the
weekend of April 16/17 as Doug Blackmore
will be making an attempt on the current
Canadian endurance record of approximately
97 minutes.
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Naomi will follow up
with Ivan Mackenzie
to arrange for
transfer of the
amount to the
control-line team

T&D contest





Brad Lapointe’s
recovery



Safety barrier







Marking the Club’s
60thAnniversary in
2017





Club membership





Chris advised that he is in the process of
arranging for the trophies for the 2016 T&D
contest.
Chris Hubbard noted that the MAAC
magazine had reported the wrong dates for
the T&D contest (these have changed) and
suggested that a prominent advisory be
included on the website to draw attention to
the change.
Naomi advised the Club that Brad Lapointe
was recovering nicely from triple-heartbypass surgery.
Len Bourel brought up the safety issue of
park users wandering through the flying
area. He has investigated the use of 28”
pylons connected with rope to outline each
of the flying circles. He estimated the cost
to be $350-400. He also outlined several
possible schemes to link the rope to the
pylons – the consensus of the members was
to cut notches in the top of the pylons to
accommodate the rope.
It was pointed out that putting up the
safety barriers during flying sessions would
indicate that the club was making an effort
to ensure the safety of bystanders in the
park.
Chris Hubbard moved and Chris Brownhill
seconded a motion that Len be allocated
funds (approximately $350-400) to procure
the components for the safety barriers.
Carried unanimously. Thank-you Len!
Jack Nagao suggested that Club members
build or decorate a plane for a 60th
Anniversary event. It was suggested that
models common to 1956 be used (eg. Nobler,
Ringmaster, Flite Streak).
Chris suggested we arrange for Club decals,
embroidered patches, or iron-on transfers
based on the original Club logo.
Chris Hubbard reiterated his request for an
update on club membership. This prompted
a flurry – some of the members present
hastening to pay their dues.
Club Treasurer Naomi Macklem provided the
following report on Club membership post-
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Len Bourel
volunteered to
procure components
for the proposed
safety barriers.

meeting (includes those renewing at the
April meeting):
o Honorary members – 2
Paul Smith, Brad LaPointe
o Life-time members – 6
Chris Brownhill, John Easton, Geoff
Higgs, Jack Humphreys, Ross Melhuish,
Sharky Nagao
o Paid up members for 2016 - 23
Doug Blackmore, Norm Blackmore, Len
Bourel, Bill Bowmer, Paul Carter, Allan
Diamond, Paul Emmerson, Gord
Gimbert, Peter Hanson, Stu
Henderson, Chris Hubbard, Dave Kelly,
Naomi Macklem, John McFayden, Mike
McMahon, Keith Morgan, Jack Nagao,
Rob Pringle, Ted Smietana, Victor
Sokolov, Max Svetlakov, Steve
Szikora, Janek Zalewski

MAAC Annual Meeting



Total - 31 members in good standing
Chris noted that MAAC’s Annual General
Meeting is being held at the Westin Hotel
next Sunday. He will be attending.

Adjournment


Special feature
Annual Building
(Beauty) Contest

There being no further business, Chris
Hubbard moved and Bill Bowmer seconded a
motion to adjourn the meeting.

Four categories were judged through popular
vote - ballots cast by the members and
guests present:
Open control-line/radio-control
1. Gord Gimbert (control-line Douglas SBD
Dauntless)


2. Jack Nagao (control-line Grumman
Tracker)
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3. Naomi Macklem (control-line Super Fly
"Pounder")

Open free-flight
1. Campbell Blair (free-flight Royal Aircraft
Factory Be2c)

Junior control-line/radio-control
1. Mark Slabak (control-line 1/2A trainer)

2. Marian Gimla (control-line Flite Streak award accepted on his behalf by Ted
Smietana)

3. Veronica Styczen (control-line 1/2A
trainer - award accepted on her behalf
by Ted Smietana)
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Junior free-flight
1. Gregory Midura (free-flight Super Delta
Dart)

Special feature
Show’n’Tell





Doug Blackmore provided some design
rationale for a model (shown at right) that is
a proof-of-concept for his eventual
endurance model
Naomi reprised her Pounder model (complete
with holographic lavender covering material)
which was built for the Fox .35 speed event.

Special feature
Monthly 3-views
A few years ago, when the Jim Walker event was still a semi-regular event at Club contests, I
was giving some thought to a unique approach to the choice of a design for this event. I had
collected some of what I thought to be suitable engines in the .15 to .23 range and was ready to
make a foray into this event. I was thinking about what might make a fast model that turns well
and my first thought turned to combat models. Of course, the usual combat designs would not
score well from a realism perspective. Neither would the Fierce Arrow, “Wild Bill” Netzeband’s
flying wing stunt ship. I started to do some research on flying wings and found many designs.
Many of the newer designs were powered by an engine in the pusher configuration but I
discounted that option due to the limited selection of pusher propellers available. However, I did
find some interesting designs worth a second or even third look and I am presenting some of
these this month, even although the Jim Walker event appears, much to my chagrin, to have
petered out.
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The Bok 5, a Russian design. This aircraft had two “sequential”
elevons on each wing, one hinged from the other, providing
some control of wing camber. The interesting paint scheme is
consistent with old B&W photos although the colours appear to
be a guesstimate.

The Arnoux Simplex, a French racer. I wonder if
that radiator in front of the pilot ever leaked in
flight…

The BiCh17, another Russian design of WW2 (or
so) vintage. This aircraft bears some
resemblance to the Polikarpov I-16 figher, at
least from the side. Calls for a laminated
leading edge.

The Chance Vought F7U Cutlass , a US carrier-based
aircraft, has some control-line provenance – you may have
seen my Musciano hollow-log version.

The Dyke Delta, a light plane that has stood the
test of time
The Verhees Delta – this light plane somewhat
resembles the Fierce Arrow stunt design. This is
the design I would have pursued (and still
might).

And the famous (or infamous) Fierce Arrow
stunter – 10’ corners were claimed without
bobbling
The Alpaero Choucas, another light-plane design
with some soaring influence (at least the high
aspect-ratio wing).
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Meeting Report - October 12, 2016
Minutes of the BBMFC October 12, 2016 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report




by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm
12 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the April
2016 meeting as published on the web-site
was moved by Keith Morgan and seconded
by Len Bourel – carried
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported that
the Club’s coffers stand at $1,618.60.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by John McFayden and seconded by
Keith Morgan – carried.

Club Business
Meeting room permit



Club membership/dues



Annual Zone meeting




2016 event round-up






Chris advised that we have the room
permit until March 2017 and we have to
find an alternate venue for April or cancel
that meeting. Keith Morgan offered his
house in Scarbourough – Chris opined that
if something disastrous happened at a
meeting in Scarborough, access to the end
of the world would no longer be available.
Chris said he would also look into the
availability of the lounge at his church
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reminded
members that club dues were now “due”
and she was prepared to accept
membership forms and dues.
Chris announced that the annual Zone
meeting is to be held October 23 in
Oakville.
Chris asked for proxy forms for the Zone
meeting.
World Championships in Australia – club
members did well – combat team achieved
4th place – stunt members did well also
T&D – too windy on Sunday (up to 30 km/h)
but the events were held nonetheless
Record trials yielded a new Canadian
endurance record of 2h 26m achieved by
Doug Blackmore (and Daniel) that replaced
the old 1978 record
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Upcoming events




Club news




Niagara Falls limited stunt and scale
contest – very hot but successful
Brodak – BBMFC members won 1st place in
the “Junkyard Wars” – Doug Blackmore and
Len Bourel received 2nd place in the 100
mile sport race – Naomi Macklem received
the Sportsman’s award in combat for first
combat entry, 2nd in Clown speed and 3rd in
beginner nostalgia stunt and achieved her
first complete inside loop. Alan Diamond,
who had been “around” the club for a long
time although not active for most of that
time, provided valuable assistance to the
club’s Junkyard Wars entry.
SOCC – participation not as strong as
hoped for in F2D and 80 mph combat
Summer stunt – again a hot day but
reasonable weather – moderate turn-out
September Anniversary event – raised
$275 for the King-Weston Neighbourhood
Centre – Chris noted that the donation was
appreciated and the need was apparent for
even small donations
The Ringmaster Flyathon yielded 3,777
flights by 661 pilots worldwide – a new
record – the BBMF achieved 154 flights in
unsettled weather
Chris concluded that the year was
reasonably satisfactory (Keith opined that
it was pretty good) – Chris noted the
upgraded asphalt on the flying circle –
thanks to Matt Piatkowski’s efforts.
Matt Piatkowski will be organizing a
number of indoor control-line sessions
Chris noted the Club’s 60th Anniversary is
coming up and members were asked to
think of ways to celebrate the occasion
Chris advised that John Easton’s daughter
had passed away recently
Chris mentioned that he has various
paraphernalia that was sent his way on the
passing of Ross Melhuish – Airfoil
newsletters and other material. Digitizing
would be an extensive job and scanning
would require close attention due to the
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Executive election







age of the documents and the method of
their creation (ie. Gestetner)
Chris mentioned that the Club came close
to folding about 50 years ago (1967) due to
low membership, lack of a permanent field,
diverging interests – the Club actually
voted to hibernate for a year. Then the
Centennial field became available in 1968
(arranged by Ross Melhuish) and things
picked up again. Chris reminded the
members of the fragility of a model
airplane club, particularly one with controlline interests. The survival and success of
the Club depends on the goodwill,
cooperation, cohesiveness and efforts of
the collective membership
Chris reminded the members that the
election for the Club executive will be held
during the November meeting and that the
nominations should be made during the
October meeting
o Len nominated Chris Brownhill
to repeat as President –
seconded by Keith Morgan.
o Doug Blackmore nominated
John McFayden to repeat as
Vice-president – seconded by
Chris Hubbard
o Chris Brownhill nominated Rob
Pringle to repeat as Secretary
– seconded by Chris Hubbard
o John McFayden nominated
Naomi Macklem to repeat as
Treasurer – seconded by Chris
Brownhill
o Naomi Macklem nominated
Chris Hubbard to repeat as
Contest Coordinator –
seconded by Len Bourel
Chris mentioned that we also had the
positions of Junior Rep and Control-line
Rep
Bill Bowmer moved that the nominations be
closed, seconded by Keith Morgan carried
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MAAC Control-line and
Precision Aerobatics
Committees











Len asked about the opportunity and/or
need to update the MAAC contest event
rules. Chris mentioned that some rules
(such as balloon bust) are provisional (not
official) and could be amended. Suggested
revisions should be forwarded to the
Control-line Committee and for their
approval. Official rules would have to go
through a more involved process.
While on that topic, Chris mentioned that
members were required for the MAAC
Control-line Committee and the Stunt
Committee to keep things rational with
respect to rule changes. Up to two
members can be nominated from each
Zone.
Doug Blackmore and Chris Hubbard agreed
to serve on the Control-line Committee of
which Chris Brownhill is the current
Chairman.
Len Bourel and Chris Brownhill agreed to
serve on the Precision Aerobatics
Committee of which John McFayden is the
Chairman.
Unless more than two members per Zone
are nominated, voting on new members is
unnecessary.

Adjournment




Special feature
Mini-building/beauty
contest



Adjournment of the meeting was moved at
8:40 pm by Chris Hubbard, seconded by
Paul Emmerson, carried
Thanks to Naomi for the goodies (cookies)
that sustained the members during the
meeting

A panel of judges was convened to consider
construction, originality, novelty, etc.
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Special feature
Show’n’tell

o

1st Place
Len Bourel
Courageous

o

2nd Place
Doug Blackmore
Bumble Bee

o

3rd Place – Keith Morgan –
Spitfire



Prizes included Brodak Buster and Hacker
Bebe Jodel kits and a Hallowe’en goody bag
containing a variety of model airplane
accessories.



The entrants for the mini-building/beauty
contest presented their models – in
addition to the winners mentioned above….
o Gord Gimbert
Blackburn Botha (profile scale)

o

Keith Morgan
Bristol Beaufighter (1/2A
scale)
and

Scientific Li’l Stinker
(Musciano)
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o

Naomi Macklem
P-51 Mustang (profile scale)

Len answers questions about his Outrageous

The judging begins…..
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Meeting Report - November 9, 2016
Minutes of the BBMFC November 9, 2016 Meeting
Item

Discussion

Meeting called to
order
Attendance
Minutes



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm




Financial report



13 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the October
2016 meeting as published was moved by Len
Bourel - seconded by Bill Bowmer – carried
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported that the
Club’s coffers stand at $1,556.23.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by John McFayden - seconded by
Chris Hubbard – carried.



Club Business
Donations







Election of club
Executive



Sharkey Nagao made a generous donation of
$400 to the Club. Chris expressed the
Club’s appreciation to be conveyed through
Jack Nagao
Jack Nagao donated an OS LA .46S to be
awarded via a draw at the December
meeting. To be eligible for this draw, the
annual Club membership dues must be paid
by the member.
Chris Brownhill advised he had Tutor and
Twister kits to be drawn for or used as
awards as well
A slate of candidates for the Club Executive
had been nominated at the October meeting
and published in the November meeting
Slinger
o President - Chris Brownhill
o Vice-President – John McFayden
o Secretary – Rob Pringle
o Treasurer – Naomi Macklem
o C/L Representative – Len Bourel
o Junior Representative – open
o Contest Coordinator – Chris
Hubbard
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Action



Douglas Blackmore moved approval of
the nominated slate of candidates –
seconded by Bill Bowner – carried

Awards presentation



Peter Hanson presented the Hanson
International Sport Race Championship
trophy (Pilot category) to Chris Brownhill

MAAC Control-line
Committee activity



Balsa Beaver Cup



Chris advised that:
 Doug Blackmore had suggested some
amendments to the MAAC contest rules
 John McFayden was nominated for stunt
chairman
 Chris Hubbard and Doug Blackmore were
nominated for membership on the Stunt
Committee
Chris Brownhill advised that (more-or-less)
anyone who could win the Beaver Cup had
done so and raised the question of its future
disposition
Chris Brownhill suggested that it become an
award for Club members based on
participation and proposed the following
guidelines on how to collect points towards
the Cup:
 judging/timing an event (not flying in
that event) – 2 points
 participating in an event – 1 point
 placing in top three in an event – 3 (for
1st place),2 (for 2nd place),1 (for 3rd
place) point(s) (in addition to
participation points)
 awarding of points would not be
restricted to Club events
Chris Brownhill brought up the idea of an
old-time scale event as part of the Club’s
60th Anniversary celebration (2017)
 no throttle
 judge all models as profiles (no
additional points for full-body models)
 bonus for multiple engines
 bonus for old designs/kits
 10 flights
 scale points



Old-time scale event
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Chris will draft rules
covering the awarding
of points and
awarding of the Cup
for consideration by
the Club

Len Bourel will draft
rules for
consideration by the
Club

points for manouvers (ie. wingover, loop,
figure 8, inverted flight)
Len Bourel suggested a “Parade of
Champions” involving planes from the Club’s
60-year past (flown at Centennial Park) that
were not currently flown – perhaps a mock
Goodyear race
Chris reminded the members that a Swap
Shop would be held at the December
meeting




December meeting



Adjournment

Special feature
Show’n’tell



The meeting was adjourned at 8:25 pm –
moved by Naomi Macklem - seconded by
Chris Hubbard - carried



Paul Emmerson showed his rather large
GeeBee R3 indoor stunter fabricated from
Depron – it weighs 210 gms and gives 5second laps on 5m lines
Chris Brownhill showed his Curtis Hawk
control-line profile scale aircraft from an
old Springfield kit
Doug Blackmore showed a servo-controlled
needle valve using a continuous rotation
(robot) servo and intermediate gears. It is
intended to be used on a “next-generation”
model for a further flight duration record
attempt – he found that needle-valve control
was desirable to compensate for mixture
variations over the length of the flight





Special feature – Just to whet the appetite for the proposed Old-Time Scale event, here
are some old Musciano plans which I assume are to scale (although I have not checked the
dimensions). The plans are available full-size (or thereabouts) and for free on sites such as
Hippocketaeronautics, Aerofred, Outerzone, and the Vintage and Old-Timer Plans thread on
the R/C Groups forum.
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Hawker Tempest – with a symmetrical airfoil
although the leading edge looks a bit “sharpish”
– for a Fox .29 or equivalent.

Folkerts Racer, although the only stunt the
wing area would support would be a rather
elongated (or truncated) Figure “9”
– for a Fox, Forster, McCoy .29 or equivalent

De Havilland DH88 Comet Racer
– for twin .074 to .19 (quite a range!)

Pitts Special – for .19 to .35
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Spitfire for a McCoy .35 or equivalent

P-51 Mustang for an Aristocraft .45
(never heard of that engine) or
equivalent

November 9, 2016
To Balsa Beavers Model Flying Club
Please accept this small donation as a
token of my appreciation for the many
years of companionship and sharing of
common interests in the sport of model
airplanes.
A special thanks for honouring me
with a lifetime membership.
Yours truly,
Sharky Nagao per J Nagao
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Balsa Beavers Model Flying Club,
c/o Chris Brownhill,
63 Savona Drive,
Toronto, ON
M8W 4V2
November 22, 2016

Mr. Sharky Nagao
712A-877 Yonge Street
Toronto, Ontario
M4W 3M2
Dear Sharky:
On behalf of the Balsa Beavers Model Flying Club, we would like to thank you for your kind
donation to our club. It is much appreciated, and will be put to good use to support the activities
of our club in the future.
Yours sincerely,

Chris Brownhill
President
Balsa Beavers Model Flying Club
Email: cbrownhill@sympatico.ca
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Meeting Report - December 14, 2016
Minutes of the BBMFC December 14, 2016 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report




by President Chris Brownhill at 7:30 pm
15 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the November
2016 meeting as published on the BBMFC
web-site was moved by Naomi Macklem (she
claimed to actually have read them) and
seconded by John McFayden – carried
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported that the
Club’s coffers stand at $2,184.65.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by Chris Hubbard and seconded by
Len Bourel – carried.

Club Business
Club field permit



Club contest permits
and contest dates





Chris Brownhill indicated he had submitted
the application for the Centennial Park field
permit to the City of Toronto. He also
completed a City survey on sports user
groups to solidify the Club’s position as a
stakeholder and found we were (indirectly)
within the aegis of the Olympic Committee
through our affiliations with the model
aircraft governing bodies (MAAC, FAI, etc.).
Chris indicated that contest permit requests
had to be submitted by the middle of
January. The team trials will be held Labour
Day weekend – starting on the Saturday.
The key question is the location – Niagara is
slightly better (and cheaper) but requires
arranging for portable toilets.
A discussion led to the following provisional
contest dates:
o
January 1 – New Year’s Fun-Fly
o
June 3/4 - T&D
o
June 12-17 - Brodak
o
July 8/9 - Summer Stunt – Niagara
Falls
o
July 14-22 - US AMA C/L Nats
o
July 29/30 Scale contest - Niagara
o
August 12/13 – SOCC - Beanfield
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September 2/3 - Stunt Team Trials –
first choice venue at
Toronto/Centennial (fallback Niagara)
o
September 23/24 - 60th Anniversary
Event
o
October 7/8 - Ringmaster Fly-a-thon
Planned for Wednesday December 28th – 12
noon at the “Q” (Queensway Rotisserie and
Grill) on the Queensway near East Mall
(formerly Ste Hubert) – those wishing to
attend should inform Chris Brownhill by
December 22. The reservation will be held
under his name.
Len Bourel outline his proposed rules for
this new event to celebrate the Club’s 60th
Anniversary
Context – 1946 rules from the Canadian Gas
Model Club
o
No throttle(s);
o
The fuselage will be judged as a profile
model (no benefit associated with a
full-fuselage model);
o
No restrictions on motive power type
(glow, gas, and electric allowed ) or size;
o
Line length will be 70 feet or less;
o
Multiple models are allowed – but only
one model for a given contestant is
allowed to place in the top three;
o
Proxy flying is allowed for those unable
to fly;
o
Documentation must include a 3-view
and colour scheme description or photo;
o
A minimum of 10 laps must be flown to
qualify: level flight will be judged
during the first two laps;
o
Three attempts will be allowed to make
two official flights;
o
Five minutes will be allowed (per engine)
to start engine – starters can be used;
o
Maximum score is 100 points allocated
as follows:
 25 for static scale appearance;
 10 for realistic, smooth take-off;
 15 for realism in flight;
 15 for manouverability (ability to
climb/dive)
o

Club Christmas Brunch



New “Old Time” scale
event
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 20 for realistic, smooth landing
 10 if using a pre-1970 engine
 5 points if model is built from a pre1970 kit or plan
Doug Blackmore indicated he had visited the
Oakville/Milton Flying Club and had acted as
BBMFC ambassador for the occasion.

Adjournment




The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 pm –
moved by John McFayden, seconded by Bill
Bowmer, carried
Seasonal goodies were provided by Naomi
Macklem and Chris Brownhill

Special feature – Show’n’tell
 Jack Nagao showed some foam-cored and sheeted wings he had cut (hot-wired using 0.030 piano
wire) and constructed;
 The cutting process was indexed to proceed at the same proportional (%) pace at root and tip;
 He tried several different-sized cores;
 Uncored, for one particular wing, the materials for a wing panel would weigh 122 gm – once cored
and assembled, each wing panel weighs 106 gm;
 The skins were attached with Gorilla polyurethane glue – spread thin and activated with water.
Special feature – Prize Draw
 The winners were drawn by Naomi Macklem and were as follows:

o A NIB OS LA 0.46 (stunt), generously donated by Jack Nagao, was won
by Len Bourel – this draw was for paid-up Club members only.
Unfortunately, Chris forgot to bring the donated engine with him so it
was drawn “in absentia” – hopefully, Len has the patience to wait until
he can get his hands on this now out-of-production engine, rather than
the surrogate plan in the picture. (Did I mention that Naomi drew the
names?)
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o A Twister control-line stunt trainer/practice aircraft kit was won
by John McFayden. Doesn’t he look like he just can’t wait to get
stuck into its construction? Or is he visualizing an overhead
cloverleaf?

o Last, but not least, a Tutor control-line stunt trainer/practice
aircraft kit was won by Alan Diamond

Special feature – Swap shop
 A swap shop was held to allow the members to sell/donate items they
no longer needed while having an opportunity to pick up an early
Christmas present.

Special feature – Editorial on the proposed new “Old Time Scale” event
(I’m the secretary so I can stick editorials like this in the minutes ………
 A big “thank-you” to Len Bourel for coming up with a proposal for the rules for this event,
suggested at the previous Club meeting by Chris Brownhill. The intent was to develop an event
that would attract maximum interest and participation by being accessible to everyone,
regardless of skill level, while recognizing the type of model flying that might have taken place
during the early years of the Club. Len has met both objectives with his proposed rules. It is
up to the Club members to participate and prove just how much fun this event can be.
When I started researching possible subjects for this event, several questions popped up.
 How would I know if an engine is “pre-1970”? I have quite a few older engines (a Frog 500
is unquestionably pre-1970) but not all of them have dated documentation, especially those
bought from eBay. So far, I have found two useful sources at the following sites.
http://sceptreflight.net/Model%20Engine%20Tests/Index.html
http://www.osengines.com/history/ostimeline01.html
The first is a series of scanned engine tests which provides dates in some cases – the date
of the test itself may only be partially helpful. The second is a complete manufacturing
chronology of OS engines. I’m still researching as I need to date a few Supertigre engines
(G20/23, G21/29 and ST .35S) that I would like to use for the event. I read that the G20
and G21 series originated in the 50’s but that there were also variations over time.
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What about pre-1970 plans and kits? The following sites contain full-size pdf plans
organized by type. The Outerzone site is particularly helpful since it dates most of the
plans (this is a UK site which appears to contain most of the scale plans from Aeromodeller
magazine). In some cases, the magazine articles are included. There does not appear to be
many pre-1970 profile scale plans – the vast majority are full-body designs.
http://www.hippocketaeronautics.com/
http://aerofred.com/
http://www.outerzone.co.uk/
In terms of kits, there are a number available – American, British, European, and Japanese.
I have a Japanese-made Skyraider kit that I picked up off eBay a while back. There is
neither brand, nor manufacturer, nor date on either the kit box or the plan. I researched it
and I found that this was likely one of a run of cottage-industry kits, produced in the late
50’s through the mid 60’s, that were imported unbranded, with the Kyosho name or some
variant, or with the Eureka name . Comments on these kits suggest that the wood used in
some cases was not balsa but obechi, luaun or something similar and that the kits may not be
exactly to scale as the manufacturers were working from rather rudimentary information.
However, it has a nice spun aluminum cowl, a canopy, and pre-formed landing gear. I think
this will be my first entry and I might end up using the parts as patterns to make balsa
parts if the comments on the materials used turn out to be true.
Another question I pondered was the appropriate tank size to comfortably cover engine
starting and tuning and at least 10 laps without forcing the judges to endure an excessive
number of laps after the required 10. Hmmm. Since I am not familiar with the fuel
consumption of some of these engines, I guess I will have to wait until spring, when I can
run the engine, before deciding on a tank and sealing it into the fuselage.

Those are about the only questions I came up with – the rules are so simple that
misunderstandings and disputes are virtually impossible. I realize that some may judge me to
be over-thinking the event. My excuse is that I am a transportation planner/engineer by
profession and I have spent most of the last 35 years planning and evaluating alternative
solutions to transportation problems. This mode of thinking creeps into my modelling and I have
a number of unfinished projects still waiting for me to evaluate alternative ways of pursuing
that “next step” and decide on the “preferred” way. I find it very difficult to “just do it” as
limited time does not permit many false starts.
Some sample scale plans from
the websites listed above
(I think they are mostly or all pre-1970):
de Havilland Chipmunk
40” span, .15 - .30 cu.in.
An Aeromodeller (UK) plan
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Mig 21
1” = 1’, .40 cu.in.
The design-build team for this model includes
Keith Trostle, Believe it or not, this plan was
featured in a 1969 magazine!
Probably not very maneuverable!

Zlin Akrobat
56” span, .35 cu.in.
A European plan (Polish? Czech?)

Falco
32” span, .15 - .30 cu.in.
An Italian plan with some very artistic drafting.

Gee Bee Super Sportster
25” span, .15 cu.in
A plan from one of the American magazines.
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